
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Thursday 4th September, 2018 

To begin this 

weekend of training 

there were five of us.  

To open the session 

we worked 

movements of the 

Kyokotsu and 

Tenshikei and the link 

with the elbows.  For 

the main part of this 

evening’s session we 

looked at how we 

might introduce the 

rotational movement 

of the trunk in order 

to improve the effectiveness of our body when throwing; Tentai, 180° without stepping. 

It is important to grasp the concept of the upper and lower body working independently whilst 

focussing on a common aim or objective. 

 

We used the movements of Outside Turn, Inside Turn, Inside Sweep and Outside Sweep 

when being firmly gripped to illustrate and practise this.  We also studied a more advanced 

scenario of Tori first being gripped into them gripping and controlling the opponent.  In 

Summary, Sotai Dosa: Aigamae Katate Dori Hineri & Gaeshi.  Sotai Dosa: Gyakugamae 

Katate Dori Hineri & Gaeshi. 

 

 

The final practice was with Tori continually receiving varied grips from Uke (and not in the 

fixed sequence) and with Tori still keeping good control.  The movement of the pair should 

be continuous with no stops or pauses. Tori should not be tempted to shorten their 

response, always keeping Uke on the move. 

 

 

SERAPE 

The serape effect is a rotational trunk movement that involves ballistic 

motions, such as throwing or kicking. It stretches these muscles to their 

greatest length in order to create a snap-back effect.  Tenshikei is the internal 

version of this. 

 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Friday 5th September, 2018 

 

This evening we had four guests from Bulgaria training with us, Valentin, Ivanka, Dimitar and 

Estel.  In sight of the forthcoming Competition in Malaga next year, the first part of the 

session was devoted to the management of competition and included the etiquette, 

recording and refereeing from the perspective of seeing and scoring Tanto strikes.  Students 

were given handouts with an adjacent space for comments and questions for tomorrow's 

session. 

 

REFEREE TRAINING 

This is a "beginner's 

guide" for referees 

and judges.  It is not 

complete, but it is a 

starting point for 

beginners. 

Maybe there are some 

interpretations which 

are different.  Most 

important is the "spirit 

of refereeing". 

 

 

 



The role of the Corner Referee 

Tomiki Aikido Competition 
Our aim is to encourage the use of pure Aikido techniques and the principles of Aikido rather 

than to submit to competitor’s natural desire to win at the expenses of showing Tomiki Aikido 

having no resemblance to Aikido. 

Aikido can be dangerous if applied without control and the competition atmosphere must be 

kept to a sporting attitude without dampening the enthusiasm of youthful and sometimes not 

so youthful Aikidoka. 

General remarks for developing good competition results 

Judges will check sleeve length (minimum one fist from own wrist with arm hanging straight 

down) and trouser lengths not below the ankles as well as cleanliness (body and gi). 

Techniques executed with legs being held first will not count, similarly if legs are wrapped 

round an opponent.  But a foot may used to stop the escape so long as it is not used as a 

sweep and is kept in contact with the mat. 

Techniques executed by means of dragging your opponent down from a static position with 

superior weight and strength will not count. 

Competition officials 

 Tournament Director 

 Mat Director 

 Recorders 

 Timekeepers 

 Referees & Judges 
 
Officials are wearing t-shirt or polo-shirt provided by organisers.  Trousers are black or dark 

blue colour. 

Materials 

 Scoring documents 

 Scoring machine 

 Clock 

 Flags (red, white and yellow) 

 Red and White Tape 
 
The role of the corner referee 
Following is selection of protocol and signs for beginning as corner Referees. 

 Protocol - moving and etiquette at the competition area 

 Signs - important signs by referees and corner-referees 
 

 

 

 



Circulation of chief referee 

 

 

 

 

Circulation of corner referee 

 

 

 

Etiquette of Referees entering & exiting 
the area 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Etiquette for team events 

 

 

 



FLAGS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Ippon     Waza Ari    Yuko 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hantei     Hiki Wake     No see  Illegal        Shido or Chui 
Kachi or winner 
 

 

 

 

In the second part of the session we continued with our studies of Serape and the benefits 

gained when it is applied in Aikido.  Eddy demonstrated a stepping routine which involved 

moving one leg forwards and slightly turning the foot whilst the torso or trunk is rotated 

towards that forward leg.  Then repeat this on the other side as you travel in a straight line 

across the mat in this strange way.  The purpose is to induce a twisting feeling or sensation 

in the torso which can be called on at the appropriate time when performing techniques.  

From a regular and reverse posture we used Outside and Inside Turn movements to 

facilitate the study of this which led us into the practise of Oshitaoshi and Hikitaoshi.  To 

close the session we practised techniques starting from Tegatana Awase. 



The mantra was: 

 No Challenging 

 No Resistance 

 No Complaisance 
 
In some ways the above statements conflict so to explain the meaning is important.  The 

words are directed to the job of Uke and as the teacher.  To block the movement of Tori 

indiscriminately serves no purpose, it becomes just a display of strength.  Equally for Uke to 

pre-empt the movement of Tori so that there is minimal tactile feedback is again 

meaningless.  Uke must allow Tori to achieve their full potential by giving the precise amount 

physical feedback; no less and no more.  A quote from Yamada Sensei is that Uke jumping 

ahead of the technique only gives the Tori a big head and they will fail if they have to deal 

with an unwilling opponent. 

 

COMPLAISANCE 
 

o A disposition to please or comply. 
o “The complaisance of his girlfriend is such that she meekly goes along with 

everything he says” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Saturday 6th September, 2018 

 

In the morning we split the class, Eddy continued with details of Competition Management 

whilst Adrian led the Kyu grades through “Sweeps and Turns”, elements of Basic Kata and a 

single mat Randori game. 

 

In the afternoon we focussed on the differences in etiquette and performance between 

Competition and Grading’s.  This included the handling of the sword and the presentation of 

the Tanto, Sword and Jo.  Some time was spent on the Suwari Waza techniques of Koryu 

Dai San. 

 

To close the session we practiced Oshitaoshi - Oshitaoshi interchange in a reciprocal free-

way.  Starting with a regular posture gripped wrist, partner one performs Oshitaoshi.  Before 

completion, Partner two steps around Partner one which starts to neutralise the 

effectiveness of the first technique.  Partner two must spiral their body around Partner one, 

vertically raising the arm from the elbow then they perform Oshitaoshi on Partner one and so 

on.  The movement of the arm must initiate from the Torso (whole body movement) and 

neither partner should block the process. 

 

In the evening we all met up for dinner, drinks and an enjoyable and relaxing social break at 

Bistro ‘T Nief Zuid. 

 

 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Sunday 7th September, 2018 

 

This morning we started with our functional warming up exercises with Eddy correcting some 

elements in order to improve their effectiveness.  It was interesting to observe that a small 

change can make a vast difference.  After the warming up we practised forward foot 

movements in the form of repetitive Tsugi Ashi and then using “the rolling feet idea” in 

Tandoku Undo & Sotai Dosa.  This training helps us to relax the leading leg by moving the 

knee forwards.  The knee bends slightly as the foot is rolled from toes to heel.  As the foot is 

placed again onto the mat the foot is rolled heel to toes.  The foot has the image that it is 

rounded or curved.  The same happens with the rear foot, it is not deemed as flat.  In a 

sense this ability to relax a "fixed" limb and move it could be seen as the bridge between 

disciplines which have fixed and immobile footwork to the movement orientated Aikido.  The 

“power-house” in the Torso needs to be transported. 

 

For the main part of today’s session our attention focussed on elements of Koryu Dai San 

with key points for grading.  We started with Suwari Waza – Tenkai Kote Gaeshi moving 

onto Tachi Tai Tachi.  We practiced some preliminary pair exercises in an attempt to achieve 

proper attacks and responses to those attacks.  One of these exercises started with the 

unarmed partner kneeling whilst the partner with the sword delivered a downward cut to the 

head (Men cut).  The kneeling partner has to rise vertically, with the movement initiating from 

the Kyokotsu, which is indicated by raising the arm.  Avoidance of the cut is achieved by 

stepping off the line of the cut.  The trailing foot is relaxed as it sweeps across the mat.  No 

need to dig in with the toes to start the movement.  No leaning the Torso forwards, the 

forward movement is achieved in the step. 

 

 



After the class a moment to celebrate the 

achievement of Mauricio's Master of Arts 

award.  Congratulations from us all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the evening we travelled to 

Oudevaartplaats in Antwerp city centre to 

try a, new-to-us, restaurant called “Den 

Antigoon” where we enjoyed food and 

drinks courtesy of Ria.  Thank you Ria, an 

excellent choice. 

 

It was lovely to see and train with our Bulgarian friends and once again Eddy and Gina 

thanks for a great weekend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2018 . . .  

 
 
17-18Nov2018 Almussafes SPAIN with Eddy Wolput 
07-09Dec2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput 

 
 
 
 
 
 
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Tradition and Knowledge 

 
Chief Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido 
Eddy Wolput  7

th
 Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan 

Frits van Gulick  7
th
 Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan 

Yoshiomi Inoue  7
th
 Dan (JAA) - JAA Senior Instructor 

 
Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido 
Adrian Tyndale  6th Dan (JAA/BAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - International Silver Medallist 
Gina De Weerdt  5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - former European Kata Champion 
Koos de Graaff  5th Dan (JAA) 
Mike Thraves  5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai 
Pierre Alain Zeiter 5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai 

 
 
 
 
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - TECHNICAL WEBSITE: 

https://studygrouptomikiaikido.wordpress.com 

 
 
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - ARCHIVED REPORTS: 

http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm 
 
 
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO DOJOS: 

https://studygrouptomikiaikido.blog/content/ 
 
 

https://studygrouptomikiaikido.wordpress.com/
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm
https://studygrouptomikiaikido.blog/content/



